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The Prokhorou radius for a set of probability measures satisfying basic moment 
conditions is introduced, through the Prokhorov distance of these measures from 
the Dirac measure at a fixed point of the real line. This is calculated precisely by 
the use of standard tools from the Kemperman geometric moment theory. The 
above radius gives the exact rate of weak convergence of these measures to the 
Dirac measure. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Here we consider probability measures p on R such that both j 1 t ) dp, 
1 t2 dp < co. We consider 
where c1 is a given point in R, also 0 -C ~~ < 1, j = 1, 2, and 0 < c2 + 
2 1 ~11 E 1 < 1. We would like to measure the “size” of M (E, , c2) to be given 
by a simple formula involving only & 1, E*, a. 
Since weak convergence of probability measures is of central importance 
and their standard weak topology is well described by the Prokhorov 
distance T-C, it is natural to define the Prokhorou radius for M(E~, Ed) as 
D = SUP n@L, d,), 
rc~M(&1,&2) 
(2) 
where 6, is the Dirac measure at a. Using a geometric moment theoretical 
method due to Kemperman [2] we are able to calculate the exact value 
of D. 
It will be helpful to mention. 
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DEFINITION 1 (see [3]). Let U be a Polish space with a metric d and C 
be the set of all nonempty closed subsets of U. Let A E C; then for E > 0 
Consider ~1, v probability measures on U. Prokhorov (1956) introduced his 
famous metric 
n(~,v)=inf{~>O:~(A)~v(A”)+&,v(A)6~(A&)+~,\ilA~C}. 
When ,u is a probability measure on R, then 
~(~,6,)=inf{r>O:C1([a-r, a+r])>l-rj, a E R. (3) 
Remark 1. One can restate that 
D= sup (inf{r>O:p([a--r, a+r])> 1 -r}). 
PEM(&lrE2) 
(4) 
Thus 
rkD iff~([cc-r,cc+r])~l-~Y,all~uE(~I,~q) (5) 
Obviously 0 < D 6 1; therefore, we are interested only in r E (0, 11. One can 
easily see that 
D=min(rE(O, 1) :Ire$! ~2)~([c1--,~+r])~1--}. (6) 
Remark 2. (i) When E,, E* + 0, then j t dp --$ DI and j t* dp --) c1*. Thus 
1 (t - a)’ dp + 0, implying that [ ( t - tlI d,u + 0. Hence for arbitrarily small 
E>O we have 
Thatis,~((t:Jt-crJ>&}),<&.Therefore~(~,6,)~EandD=D(&,,E2,tl)~&. 
Clearly 7r(p, s,) + 0 and D -+O as Ed, E* +O, giving us that fi 2 6, weakly. 
The knowledge of D gives the rate of weak convergence of p to 6,. 
(ii) Let )c11< 1. If Da 1~1) ~0, then we cannot have D 40 as 
al, s2 + 0. Thus we are interested in D < ) CI) ; in that case there are r such 
that D < r < 1~11. More precisely: If 0 < tl. < 1, then D < r -=z a, giving us 
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a--~<a and (a---)‘<a2, always true for sufficiently small sr, s2. If 
- 1 < c1< 0, then D 6 r < - CI, giving us M < N + r and (a + r)2 < a2, always 
true for sufficiently small s 1, s2. 
(iii) If \a( 2 1, then D<rbja(, true for any O<Ei< l,j= 1, 2. More 
precisely: If tl>, 1, then D d r d a, giving us a - r < a and (a - r)’ <cc*. If 
cxf -1, then D<r< -a, giving us a<a+r and (a+r)2<a2. 
Comments (ii) and (iii) are used in the proof of Theorem 1. 
2. RESULTS 
Our main result has as follows: 
THEOREM 1. (i) If a = 0 we get D = E:‘~. 
(ii) Zf(al>,l weget D=(E~+~(~(E~)~‘~. 
(iii) ForO<j 1 1 d ff . f a < an su icrent y small Ed, ~~ we obtain again 
D=(c2+2 JaJ E,)“~. 
Comment 1. Our basic tools for the proof of Theorem 1 will come from 
[2, namely see pp.93-96, 101-104, 107, 111, 120, 1211. 
Proof of Theorem l(i). Here we have: (e) line through (m), Y* = 
(VT, y2*), Y** = (0, y:), area(I)=conv(BZ, BC), area(II)=conv(B ?A), 
area(N) = conv(A?, AC), g(x) = ( x, x2), V= convg(R), V” interior of V, 
and 
%f’= ((y,,y2): I YI -aI GE,, I y2-~21 d&2). 
Let EZ>r2; then the moment point (0, E,)Es%! n I/O t M(E,, Q) is above 
the line (8) in Fig. 1. 
FIG. 1. a=0 
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Hence 
L := L[cr-r,a+r, (O,E~):= inf(p([a-r,cc+r]))=O, 
P 
where p is such that 
s tdp=O and s t2 dp = c2 
(see [2, pp. 96, 101, 1203). Therefore 
A,= inf ~EM,EI ~*,~(Ccc-r,a+rl)=O>,l-r, 
giving us r 2 1 and D = r = 1. Consequently, .s2 > 1, which is a contradiction 
by the assumption that c2 < 1. 
We have proved that e2 < r2 for all r such that 1, > 1 -r, that is (0, E*) 
is below the line (G). Furthermore any other moment point (0, yz) with 
0 < y2 < e2 belongs to g n V” and it is below the line (L). 
From [2,pp. 111, 120, 121) 
L:= L,,- r,a+rlh,~2) := i$4C-r, a+rl)h 
where p is such that j t dp = y, , j t2 dp = y, is given by the ratios 
where Y=(y,,yz)~area(III), and 
L=Y’B=KT>K’T 
Z’B A’l- CT 
where Y’ = (y;, y;) belongs to area (I) (see Fig. 1). 
Thus areas (I), (III) in terms of ratios are transferred into area (II). In 
fact as we can see from the above inequalities, in area (II) we get smaller 
L’s. Therefore R, can be found from area (II). 
Also observe that for any Y* E conv(BCA) we have 
Y*rf Y**z- -=- 
m-f cr 
(again see Fig. 1). So all that matters is the segment CT. Hence a typical 
L = L(0, y2) is given by the formula 
L=sQ2-Y2 
cr r2’ all O<y,de,. 
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We would like to find the minimal r E (0, 11 such that L, 3 1 - r. That is, 
we would like L > 1 - r, all 0 < y, < .s2 
iffl-%>l-r, 
r2 ’ 
all O<,V~<E~ 
iff y2 < r3, all O<y,<E> 
iff .s2 < r3, all E:!~ dr. 
Because the boundary points of g(R) of the arc BC^A (see Fig. 1) play no 
role towards the calculation of D we get that 
D = min r = &y3. 
For the exclusion of the above boundary points see [2, pp. 102-104; Sect. 4 
of noninterior points, also see the proofs of parts (ii) and (iii) of this 
theorem. The reasoning is exactly the same. a 
To prove parts (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 1 we need 
THEOREM 2. Let p he probability measure.s on R such that 1 t dp = y, . 
lt2dp=y2. Let clER, Otrdl. Set 
L=L,,-,,.+,,(yl,y2)=inf(~I(Ca-r,a+rl)). u 
Then we find 
(1) L=O, ify,+a2-2ay,>r2; 
(2) L=l, ify2=yf withy,E[a-r,a+r]. 
(3) Lety,#y: andrjy,-aI<yy,+~2-2ay,Qr2; then 
L= 1 _ [Y2+a2-2w,1 
2 
(4) Let y2 #y: and y, + a2 - 2ay, d r(y, -a); then 
L= ((a+r)-y1J2 
(a+r)‘-2(a+r)y,+y, 
(5) Let y2#yf and y2+or2-2ay1<r(a-y,); then 
L= (y, - (a-r))2/((a-r)2-2(a- r)y, ty,). 
Comment 2. Here y:<y, and (y,, y,)~convg(R), where g(x)= 
(x,x2), XER. 
409!163/2-17 
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Proof of Theorem 2. 
Case (2). Set again V= convg(R). We use the terminology and 
the results of 112, pp. 102-104; Sect. 4 of noninterior points]. Let y be a 
boundary point of V; then VY= {y}. And P := g(R) n V,= {y}, i.e., 
P = ( y }. Also TJ’ : = g-‘( ( y >) = t,, with g being a one-to-one mapping. 
That is, Ty = {t, >. From Theorem 9 of [2, p. 1031 we have: Let y be a 
fixed boundary point of V and let p be a probability measure on R such 
that Jltl&<co, [~*&<co with ltdp=yr, lt*d~=y~; y=(y,,y,). 
Then ,u is concentrated at {t, >. The conclusion is that L = 1. 
Case (1). Let y,eS’:= R-[a-r,a+r]; then y=(yr,y:) is a 
boundary point of g(S’). Therefore any measure ,U as in Case (2) will be 
concentrated at ( y1 }. Consequently, 
Furthermore 
L= L,,- I, a + r,(Ybo”“dary EdS’)) = 0. 
L=L,,- ,,.+,,(~~(convg(S’))~)=O. 
By letting W,. = convg(S’), we have that 
L=L,,- r,a+r,(Y)=o? VyE w,.. 
See also [2, pp. 101, 120, 1213. 
Case (3). Let CI 2 0. When a ~0, the proof is exactly the same; 
therefore, it is omitted (see Fig. 2). 
Let S = [a - r, CI + r], S’ = R - S, 0 < r < 1. Set area (II) = conv (BCA ), 
Ws = convg (S). Consider the line (e) through (m), also call it (H’), and 
consider the line (2) tangent to y =x2 and parallel to (e) that goes through 
the point C= (~1, a*), also call it (H). 
FIG. 2. The case where y E conv (BCA). 
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Here see [2, pp. 101, 102, 111, 120, 1213. One can easily prove that 
y=(y,,y,)Econv(BCA) iff 
r [ y,-a( 6y,+a2-2ayI<r2. 
And line (P ) is given by 
(-2a)x+ly+(a’-r’)=O, 
i.e.,A”=-2a,B=1,e=a2-r2fortheline(5):A”x+By+~=O.Weknow 
that the distance 
d((xo y  ) 5)po+~Yo+~i 
) 05 
JZF ’ 
Here 
and 
4(a, a2), f)= J&k 
Therefore from [2] 
i.e., 
Hence 
L=L (Y)3Y,?Y2M 
s 
4(a, a2), t) ’ 
L=l-2a~i+y2+(a2-r2)l 
r2 ’ 
ally=(y,,y,)Earea(II). 
L=LJy)= l- CY~+~~-~~I~~II 
r2 ’ 
for all y = (yr, yz) such that 
r)y,--a/Iyy,+a2-2cry,,<r2. 
Cases (4, 5). Here we consider a 20; when a < 0, the proof is 
omitted as in Case (3) (see Fig. 3). 
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FIG. 3(a) The case where Y is below area (II). (b) The case where L = 1. 
Here S = [a - r, CI + r], 0 < r < 1, area (I) = conv (BT, z), and 
area (III) = conv (A?, AC). Consider W, = convg (S), the line (e) through 
(m), also call it (H’), and the line (2) tangent to y = x2 and parallel to (e) 
that goes through the point C= (~1, a*), also call it (H). 
One can easily see that (yl, yz) is on or below (CA) iff 
yz+a2--2~yy,~r(y,--~) (yi>c~). And (yi,y,) is on or below (BC) iff 
y, +u*-2c1y, dr(cr-y,) (yi <c(). Furthermore, (yl, yz) is on or above 
(BA) iff y, + TV* - 2ay, > r2. Again we use the techniques of [2, pp. 93-96, 
101, 102, 111, 120, 1211. 
Area (III). From 
YA a+r-y, (LY+r)2-yy, 
L=G(Y)=~=G(+r-z = 1 (a+r)2-zz: 
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we get 
Y1(“+r)-Y2 
zl= (a+r)-y, 
and 
(7) L= 
w++Yd2 
(a + r)’ - 2(ct + r) y1 +,v,’ 
for all Y=(y,,y,) such that 
y, + ct2 - 2@Y, < ‘(Yf -u) 05 B a). 
Area (I). The subcase y, = a - Y = z1 is trivial. For zI # -(a-r) we 
get 
Thus 
and 
BY y,-(IX--r) y,-(a-r)’ 
L=Ls(Y)=E=z +-r)=z2-(C(-r)2. 
1 I 
z =Y2-Y1(-r) 
I 
yl-(@-r) 
L= (Y, - (a - r)J2 
(a-r)2-2(cl-r)yl+y2’ 
(8) 
for all Y= (y,,y,) such that 
y2 + a2 - 2c(y, B r(a -y, ) (Y, <Co. 
Remark 3. Assumey,=(ol-r)2;thenz~=(a-r)2andz,=~(a-r).If 
zI = o! - r, then this is a trivial subcase. If z, = - (a - r), then 
L = L&.(Y) =Y12Tr(l ;)r). (9) 
But (9) is covered by (8) for this particular case of y, = (u-r)’ and 
zl=r--a. 
Remark 4. Proving the case of a ~0 we deal with the following: 
Assume y2 = (a + r)2; then zf = (a + r)* an z1 = + (a + r). If z1 = a + r, then 
this is a trivial subcase. If z1 = - (M + r), then 
L= L,(y)=(a;ar;;;l. (10) 
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FIG. 4. (a)p2=k. (b)a<p<fi. (c)a<ppa++,. (d)p<a+E,. 
Substituting y2 = (a + r)‘, zr = - (a + r) into (7) we get (10). That is, this 
subcase is covered by formula (7). 
The above ends the proof of Theorem 2. 1 
The proof of Theorem 1 is continued. 
Remark 5. (1) L = 1 means nothing towards the calculation of D. 
Consider a>O; the case of a <O as similarly treated is omitted. We 
know from Theorem 2(2) that the points (yr, y2) such that y2=yT, 
y, E [a - r, a + r] produce L = 1. 
Consider the rectangle W of points (y,, y2) such that ) yj- a”1 < si, 
j=l,2. That is, a-.sl<y,<a++, and a2-~2<yz<a2+~2. Note that 
a+q>a and a2+E2>a2. Again let V= convg (R); g(x) = (x, x2). 
Obviously @n Vf 0, containing some of the interior points of V, call 
them <Y?, Y:). 
Note that y: < y, (see Fig. 4). 
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C 
Y 
k= c?+&; 
I cl2 (0,O) (&;r GJ 
d 
Y 
T 
CRnV 
P I (a+&“, , ff 2+E2) (a+&, ,cAG,) 
z C 
p-a+&; t z-+x 1 
FIG. 4-Continued 
The point ~=a+&:, ET<&,. Thus for any r E (0, l] we have 
f:= [a,a+r]n[a,a+E~]#@. If r<E:, r=[qa+r], and if t->&y, 
r= [cc, CL+&:]. If t-<&f, then 
convg([a,or+r])cconvg([cc,a+E:]). 
Ifr>&:, then 
In any case there exist interior points of V: (yy, y:) E 9 n V which also 
belong to convg ([a, a + r]) n convg ([a, IX+ ET]) # 1;7. Fix such (yy, yt ). 
By Lemma 2 [2, p. 96) there exists a probability measure ,u” on R such 
that 
s 
tdpO = yy ) 
s 
t2 dp’=y;. (11) 
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Obviously 
convg([a,a+rJ)nconvg([a,a+s~])~convg([cr,a+r]) 
cconvg([a-r,cr+r]). 
That is, (yy, yi) is an interior point of convg ([a - Y, CI + r]), for which we 
find from Theorem 2 that inf, p( [a - r, a + r]) < 1, p as in ( 1 1 ), for any 
rE(O,l]. 
Therefore 
I,= inf LIEM(E, c2jk411a-r, a+f-I)< 1 =L 
L = 1 comes from the associated boundary points in that neighborhood. 
Consequently, the boundary points (yI, yf), y, E [a-r, a +r], do not 
contribute anything towards the calculation of D E (0, 11. As such, they are 
excluded from consideration. 
(2) L = 0 means nothing towards the calculation of D. Consider a B 0; 
the case of a < 0 as similarly treated is omitted. Let L = 0; this can happen 
iff yZ + a2 - 2ay, 2 r*, with (y,, y2) # ((a + r), (a + r)‘). Here a -cl Gy, 6 
a+E,, a2-&2<y2<a2+E2, r E (0, 11. Therefore 1, = 0 >, 1 - r can only be 
true for r = 1, that is, D = 1. 
Note that 
and 
(12) 
- 2ay, < 2a&, - 2a2. 
Adding (12), (13) we obtain 
1 =r2<y2+a2-2ayI<E2+2aE1. 
(13) 
Hence s2 + 2ae, 2 1, which is a contradiction since we assumed 
.z2+2a.5,<1. 
The last assumption is justified by the following: Let s2 + 2aE1 > 1 and 
s=max(s,, s2). Then 1 <E2+2aE1 G&(1 -t-2a), giving us ~a(1 +2a)-‘, 
that is E is bounded away from zero. But we would like to have E,, Ed --* 0, 
that is, it should be E + 0. Consequently the case of e2 + 2as1 2 1 is absurd. 
We have established that L =0 plays no role in the calculation of D. 
That is, we have proved that the points (y,, y2) E W A V- {((a + r), 
(a+r)2)}, which are on or above the line through (((afr), (a_+r)2)}, 
play no role in the calculation of D. As such, they are excluded from 
consideration. 
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The proof of Theorem 1 is continued. 
Remark 6. The case where GI > 0: Note that any (JJ~ , yz) E 8 n V fulfills 
Y,>max(a-e,, - JiGij. 
Take j, =max(a-&i, -dG),j2=@2+~Z. Obviously (j,,j2)E92n V 
and there exists a probability measure p on R such that 
(see [2, Lemma 2, p. 961). 
Consider any admissible 0 < r 6 1, i.e., 3,, > 1 - Y. Assume j2 + &2 - 
2aj, > r2; then 
2a2 + ~~ - 2aj, > r2. 
Ifj, =a--El, thenE2+2aE1>r2.1fjj1= --dG, then (a+JG)*:,r’, 
thenr<a+~~~ba+El-a.HenceE1>r. 
Furthermore from Theorem 2 we obtain 
A,=L=O>l-rr; then r 2 1. 
Hence r = 1. Consequently we get either +-t- 2ac, > 1 or E, > 1. Both 
contradict the assumption of the theorem. 
Therefore (jl, j2) is on or below the fine (L) through the points {((a + r), 
(a + r)Z) >, That is, j2 + a* - 2aj7, Q r2, for any admissible r. 
Remark 6’. The case where a < 0: Note that any (y , , y2) E 9 n V fulfills 
.~~<rnin(a+~,,J~). 
Take j, = min(a + Ed, JGi), j2 = a* + Q. Obviously (ji , j2) E 9 n V 
and there exists a probability measure p on R such that 
(see 12, Lemma 2, p. 96)). 
Consider any admissible 0 <r 6 1, i.e., I,> 1 -r. Assume j2 + a2 - 
2aj, > r*; then 2a2 + cz - 2aj, > r 2. If j,=(a+&,), then c2--2aE1>r2. If 
j, =,/G, then (a-,,/‘Gi)*>r2, then d--a> r, then 
a+c,>JG>r+a. Hence&,>r. 
Furthermore from Theorem 2 we have 1, = L = 0 > 1 - r; then r 2 1; then 
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r = 1. Thus, we get either s2 - 2ac, > 1 or 8, > 1. Both contradict the assump- 
tions of the theorem. 
Therefore (PI, jz) is on or below the line (e) through the points {((a + r), 
(a + r)2)). That is, j2 + a2 - 2aj, < r2, for any admissible r. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is continued. 
Remark 7. The case where a > 0: 
(1) From Remark 2(ii) and (iii) we have: when 0 < a < 1 it holds that 
(a-r)’ < a2, for sufficiently small 6 i, *; and when a 2 1 it holds again that E 
(a-r)2<a2, for any O<E~< l,j= 1, 2. Let 
YI = max(a - sl, - JGX&), j2=a2+c2. 
Then (ji , J2) is above line (BC), in fact even strictly above line (@C) (see 
Fig. 5). 
(2) Let Y*=(y:,yT)~aninterior (area (1))n I”. That is 1 ~:--a( 
<-<El, I y:--a21 G&Z. As before, from [2] we get that 
BY* 
L=-. 
BZ 
Consider ZC and Y** on BC such that Y* Y* * is parallel to ZC. Then 
BY* BY** 
and 
BY** -=- 
BZ BC 
L=- 
BC ’ 
Here Y** = (y:*, y:*)~ V”. One can easily see that y: <y:* <a, 
y:<yf*<a’. Therefore 1 y:*-al <cl, 1 yt*-a’I <<Ed, i.e., (yF*, 
yz**)EW. 
FIG. 5. (j,, j2) is above line (@PC). 
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Conclusion. Area (I) is transferred into area (II) and then all is taken care 
of by the formula of area (II) for L. See Theorem 2( 3). 
(3) Let I’=(j1,j2)~9ninterior (area(III))n I/‘. That is, ( jl-~/ 
<E,, ( j2-rx2( <cZ. As before, from [2] we get that 
L_AY 
AZ’ 
Consider ZC and Y on AC such that i;T’ is parallel to Cz. Then 
Ay AL 
. . 
-=- 
AC AZ 
and 
Here ~=(j,,jj2)~Vo.0necaneasilyseethat a:<jj,<Y,and~?<ji~<j’~. 
Therefore ( jj, - tl\ d c1 and ( jj, - a2 1 < E?, i.e., (jj,, j, ) E 9. 
Conclusion. Area (III) is transferred into area (II) and then all is taken 
care of by the formula of area (II) of L. See Theorem 2( 3). 
Final Conclusion (IX> 0). D can be calculated only from area (II) by the use 
of Theorem 2( 3). 
Remark 8. The case where c1 >O: Calculate D (Theorem 1, cases (ii), 
t$~li,“;;u;~~i 2=Y, =max(a--,, -,,/%)=a-~, and allY,<j,= 
A:=y,+a*-2ay,~(~*+~~)+~*-22~1(~1-~~)=~~+2~1~, =:K, 
i.e., 1 > K 3 A. Here we find 1, over conv (BCA ). We would like that any 
L=l-cY2+~2-2~Y,l>l~r 
r* ’ 
iff A= [Y2+c?-2CIY1]dr 3, for all (Y,,Y,)E(conv(BCA)nBn V”) iff 
K< r3 iff K’13 Q r. Thus D = min r = K’j3. 
Conclusion. D = (Q + 2a&,)1’3 is true for c1> 1 with any 0 <E, < l,j= 1, 2, 
and true for 0 < LX < 1 when ei, s2 are sufficiently small. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is continued. 
Remark 7’. The case where a < 0: 
(1) From Remark 2(ii), (iii) we have that when - 1 < c( < 0 it holds 
that (IX + r)’ < a’, which is always true for sufficiently small Ed, Ed; and when 
c1 d - 1 it again holds that (CL + r)‘< a*, for any 0 <cl< 1, j= 1,2. Let 
yi=min(cr+si, d=), j2 = a2 + E*. Then (j,, j2) is above the line (AC) 
and, in fact, is even strictly above the line (@C) (see Fig. 6). 
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FIG. 6. (jI, j2) is above line (AC). 
(2) Let Y*=(y:,y!)~S?ninterior(area(I))n VO.Thatis, 1 y:-(rj 
G&l, I v: - t12 ) < Ed. As before, from [2] we get that L = BY*/BZ. Consider 
ZC and Y** = (yF*, yz*) on BC such that Y* Y** is parallel to ZC. Then 
BY* BY** BY** -=- 
BZ BC ’ 
i.e., L = - 
BC ’ 
Here Y** E V” (see Fig. 7). 
Also y: <y:* <CI and a’<y:*<y:, i.e., jy:*-LX/ <cl and Iy:*-a2) 
<c2, giving us (y:*, y:*)~.@. 
Conclusion. Area (I) is transferred into area (II) and then all is taken 
care of by the formula of area (II) for L. See Theorem 2(3). 
FIG. 7. Area (I) tl’ansferred into area (II). 
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(3) Let ~=(j1,j2)~~ninterior(area(III))nV’o.Thatis, I.$,--XI 
< E, and I jz - E* I d .Q. As before, from [Z] we get that 
Consider ZC and p = (j ], j, ) on AC such that Fp is parallel to Cz. 
Then 
Ay Ap Aii -=- 
AC AZ’ 
i.e., L = -. 
AC 
Here YE: V” (see Fig. 8). 
Note that cc<jj,<j, and j2<j2<c1*, that is, Ij,--~(/<s~ and 
1 j,--a21 6E2, i.e., (j,,j,)E% 
Conclusion. Area (III) is transferred into area (II) and then all is taken 
care of by the formula of area (II) for L. See Theorem 2(3). 
Find Conclusion (c1< 0). D can be calculated only from area (II), by 
the use of Theorem 2(3). 
Remark 8’. The case where cx < 0: Calculate D (Theorem 1, cases (ii), 
(iii)). Here, all ~~~~,=min(a+~,,~;tE2)=~1+~~ and all y,<.c,= 
x2 + e2. Thus, all 
A:= y,+a’-2c(y,d(cr2+&,)+a2-2cr(a+&,)=Ez-2m, =:K, 
i.e., 1 > Ka d. Here we find i, over conv (BCA). We would like that any 
I 
FIG. 8. Area (III) transferred into area (II) 
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iff A= [y2+a2-2ayl]<r3, for all (y,,y,)E(conv(BCA)n~n P) iff 
KG r3 iff K1/’ < r. Thus D = min r = Kli3. 
Conclusion. D = (E* - 2cre, ) ‘I3 is true for ad -1 with any O<ci<l, 
j= 1, 2, and true for - 1 <a < 0 when Ed, Ed are suffkiently small. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 1. 1 
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